Let’s imagine if we had a whole different art and culture. Come on,
enough of this “bitches and ho’s” and SWAT teams kicking down doors.
Enough of this “get low” bullshit. And how come it’s always the women
that have to get low? We already have a situation where the masses of
women and the masses of people are pushed down and held down low
enough already. It’s time for us to get up and get on up.
Imagine if we had a society where there was culture—yes it
was lively and full of creativity and energy and yes rhythm and
excitement, but at the same time, instead of degrading people,
lifted us up. Imagine if it gave us a vision and a reality of what it
means to make a whole different society and a whole different
kind of world. Imagine if it laid out the problems for people
in making this kind of world and challenged them to take up
these problems. Imagine if art and culture too—movies, songs,
television, everything—challenged people to think critically, to
look at things differently, to see things in a different light, but all
pointing toward how can we make a better world.
Imagine if the people who created art and culture were not
just a handful of people but all of the masses of people, with
all their creative energy unleashed, and the time were made
for them to do that, and for them to join with people who
are more full-time workers and creators in the realm of art
and culture to bring forward something new that would
challenge people, that would make them think in different
ways, that would make them be able to see things critically
and from a different angle, and would help them to be
uplifted and help them to see their unity with each other
and with people throughout the world in putting an end
to all the horrors that we’re taught are just the natural
order of things. Imagine all that.
Revolution: Why It’s Necessary, Why It’s Possible,
What It’s All About, a film of a talk by Bob Avakian.
Available at revolutiontalk.net and
in a DVD set from RCP Publications

Get BAsics…

Get BAsics...Place your order now! $10 plus $3.98 shipping/handling/tax. Buy one for
yourself and one for a prisoner. Send money orders or checks to RCP Publications, PO Box 3486, Merchandise Mart, Chicago,
IL 60654. Or order online at revcom.us or amazon.com. Donate to and raise funds for promotion and awareness of BAsics.
Go online to revcom.us to get and share ideas about fundraising and spreading BAsics. Contributions or gifts to RCP Publications
are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.
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